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If you are someone who has suffered personal injury due to one of Florida’s many commercial truck
accidents, it is important that you contact The Law Team of Fetterman & Associates.
Often, those who have been injured due to a driver’s negligence, the fault of the trucking company, or
because of another entity will put their case in jeopardy by waiting to contact a lawyer. If you have suffered
serious injury and had your life altered by a commercial truck mishap, seek help immediately.

Experience Counts in Florida Trucking Accidents
There are numerous common mistakes that injured
parties make when it comes to truck accidents. One of
the most basic errors a plaintiff commits is to retain a
law firm that has little to no experience in representing
those who have been hurt in truck accidents.
Experience counts in this area, as in these cases
there are often various parties who might be to blame
and figuring out who to sue is imperative to winning
your civil lawsuit. Often, but not always, it is the
trucking company that is the subject of a lawsuit.
These companies come to court well armed with
detailed evidence from the accident scene that their insurance team has gathered and a wealth of
experience in negating claimant evidence.
The Law Team of Fetterman & Associates has a long history of successfully winning personal injury
cases in civil court in truck accidents and in negotiating generous awards outside of court.
We understand the complexity involved in investigating an accident involving commercial vehicles and
understand, in detail, the laws governing them.

Retaining a Truck Accident Lawyer
After you are injured in a trucking accident, it is very important that you retain legal representation as
quickly as possible. Of course, if you have been injured to such a degree that you can bring a personal
injury claim to court, chances are you will have a difficult time taking action.
A quick call or email from you or a relative is all it takes to secure a meeting with one of the experienced
Florida truck accident attorneys at Fetterman & Associates.
One of our best West Palm Beach personal injury attorneys experienced in representing those who have
been severely injured in truck accidents will meet with you quickly, discuss your case, and begin our
investigation.

Documenting Evidence after a Florida Truck Accident
If it is possible, it is best to document the accident scene immediately. If you are hurt badly, but someone
with you is uninjured, they may be able to gather the names and contact information of witnesses,
document the scene with the camera or video on their phone, and get information from police, including the
number of the accident report.
Fetterman & Associates will continue the investigation, interviewing witnesses, reviewing all evidence,
including police and medical reports, driver logbooks and driving history, and truck maintenance records,
and we will work with you to develop your case so that it is as strong as it can possibly be. We will also
dialogue with the insurance company, working towards a possible out-of-court settlement that will best
benefit you.

Aggressively Working for You
It is essential that when you are injured by a commercial truck driver you hire a lawyer who will
aggressively pursue your case. The fact is trucking companies are able to launch strong defenses.
Their legal team and insurance companies possess a great deal of experience in negating the legitimate
claims of those of those who have been injured by one of their drivers.
At Fetterman & Associates our Florida truck accident lawyer possess in-depth knowledge of truck
accidents and personal injury law, and we are passionate about seeking justice and optimum
compensation for those who have been seriously injured.

Florida Truck Accident Lawyers with Office in West Palm Beach and Port St
Lucie.
Fetterman & Associates is ready to fight for you if you have been the victim of negligence in a truck
accident. We offer comprehensive legal services to those who have been involved in serious commercial
truck accidents. Contact us today at 561-845-2510. In addition to English, Spanish is spoken fluently in
our office. We’re ready to represent you and ensure that you receive justice.
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